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Abstract
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) to profile temporal changes in living systems
is gaining more attention for deriving better insights into the underlying biological
mechanisms compared to traditional static sequencing experiments. Nonetheless,
the majority of existing statistical tools for analyzing NGS data lack the capa-
bility of exploiting the richer information embedded in temporal data. Several
recent tools have been developed to analyze such data but they typically impose
strict model assumptions, such as smoothness on gene expression dynamic changes.
To capture a broader range of gene expression dynamic patterns, we develop the
gamma Markov negative binomial (GMNB) model that integrates a gamma Markov
chain into a negative binomial distribution model, allowing flexible temporal vari-
ation in NGS count data. Using Bayes factors, GMNB enables more powerful
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temporal gene differential expression analysis across different phenotypes or treat-
ment conditions. In addition, it naturally handles the heterogeneity of sequencing
depth in different samples, removing the need for ad-hoc normalization. Efficient
Gibbs sampling inference of the GMNB model parameters is achieved by exploit-
ing novel data augmentation techniques. Extensive experiments on both simulated
and real-world RNA-seq data show that GMNB outperforms existing methods in
both receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall (PR) curves of
differential expression analysis results.
Keywords: Gamma Markov chain, negative binomial, Gibbs sampling, temporal
RNA-seq data, Bayes factor
1 Introduction
Advances in next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques have enabled researchers to
produce millions of relatively short reads for genome-scale bioinformatics research [Con-
sortium et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2009, Mortazavi et al., 2008]. Transcriptome analyses,
including gene expression profiling and transcript quantification through RNA-sequencing
(RNA-seq), can help better understand biological processes of interest. RNA-seq count
data are highly over-dispersed with large dynamic ranges [Anders et al., 2015]. A large
number of statistical tools have been developed for differential gene expression analysis of
RNA-seq data [Anders and Huber, 2010, Dadaneh et al., 2017, Robinson et al., 2010, Love
et al., 2014, Law et al., 2014, Hardcastle and Kelly, 2010, Leng et al., 2013], which mostly
have adopted the negative binomial (NB) distribution to account for over-dispersion as
well as high uncertainty inherent in RNA-seq data due to the small number of replicate
samples in typical differential expression experiments [Love et al., 2014].
Living systems are complex and dynamic. There has been significant interest in an-
alyzing temporal RNA-seq count data [Bar-Joseph et al., 2012]. For example, in cell
biology or drug discovery research, monitoring molecular expression changes in response
to specific stimuli can help better understand cellular mechanisms at the transcriptional
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and post-transcriptional regulatory levels under different conditions. One important task
is to identify the genes that are differentially expressed over time across different con-
ditions, which is more challenging compared to static RNA-seq data analysis due to
potential temporal dependencies [Lienau et al., 2009].
Recently, several dynamic differential RNA-seq analysis methods have been devel-
oped to better capture temporal dependency. For example, EBSeq-HMM [Leng et al.,
2015] takes an empirical Bayesian mixture modeling approach to compare the expression
change across consecutive time points to identify genes that display significant transcrip-
tion changes over time under one treatment condition. Across different conditions, it
is desirable to identify genes that have different dynamic patterns. For this purpose,
next-maSigPro [Nueda et al., 2014] has extended a generalized linear model (GLM) [Mc-
Cullagh, 1984] based dynamic differential expression analysis for microarray data from
multiple time points to analyze temporal RNA-seq data. However, modeling RNA-seq
counts by real values may lead to information loss and GLM may not be able to capture
complicated dynamic changes in expression. An autoregressive time-lagged AR(1) model
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference [Oh et al., 2013] has also been pro-
posed to identify genes with different temporal expression changes. But the posterior
estimates of model parameters through Metropolis-Hastings inference lead to high com-
putational complexity. DyNB [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014] has been proposed recently to model
the temporal RNA-seq counts by NB distributions with their temporal expected values
modeled by non-parametric Gaussian Processes (GP). DyNB can detect the genes with
differential dynamic patterns that static differential expression analysis, which consider
individual time points, fail to discover. In addition to high computational complexity due
to MCMC inference [Spies and Ciaudo, 2015, Sun et al., 2016], DyNB may fail to model
potential abrupt expression changes due to its inherent smoothness assumptions [Ras-
mussen and Williams, 2006].
We present a new dynamic differential expression analysis method for temporal RNA-
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seq data, GMNB (gamma Markov negative binomial), which is a hierarchical model to
introduce a gamma Markov chain [Acharya et al., 2015, Schein et al., 2016] to model the
potential dynamic transitions of the model parameters in NB distributions. With this
new model for temporal RNA-seq data and an efficient inference algorithm, GMNB is
expected to provide the following advantages over existing methods: 1) GMNB can model
more general dynamic expression patterns than DyNB, especially for abrupt expression
changes across consecutive time points; 2) The closed-form Gibbs sampling can be de-
rived to infer the model parameters in GMNB, which is computationally more efficient
than the existing methods; 3) For dynamic differential expression, genes are ranked based
on the Bayes factor (BF), which is very general especially when considering differential
expression under multiple factors; 4) Last but not least, GMNB avoids the normalization
preprocessing step due to the explicit modeling of the sequencing depth in NB distribu-
tions, as described in Dadaneh et al. [2017], and we expect similar superior performance
of GMNB compared to existing methods requiring such heuristic preprocessing steps.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the GMNB
model, inference algorithm, and dynamic differential expression analysis. Section 3 com-
pares the experimental results from both synthetic and real-world benchmark data using
GMNB and other state-of-the-art dynamic differential expression methods for temporal
RNA-seq data. We conclude the paper in Section 4.
2 Methods
2.1 Notation
Throughout this paper, we use the NB distribution to model RNA-seq read counts. We
parameterize a NB random variable as n ∼ NB(r, p), where r is the nonnegative dispersion
and p is the probability parameter. The probability mass function (pmf) of n is expressed
as fN(n) =
Γ(n+r)
n!Γ(r)
pn(1−p)r, where Γ(·) is the gamma function. The NB random variable
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n ∼ NB(r, p) can be generated from a compound Poisson distribution:
n =
∑`
t=1
ut, ut ∼ Log(p), ` ∼ Pois(−r ln(1− p)),
where u ∼ Log(p) corresponds to the logarithmic random variable [Johnson et al., 2005],
with the pmf fU(u) = − puu ln(1−p) , u = 1, 2, .... As shown in Zhou and Carin [2015],
given n and r, the distribution of ` is a Chinese Restaurant Table (CRT) distribution,
(`|n, r) ∼ CRT(n, r), a random variable from which can be generated as ` = ∑nt=1 bt,
with bt ∼ Bernoulli( rr+t−1).
2.2 GMNB model
We model the dynamic gene expression changes in a temporal RNA-seq dataset by con-
structing a Markov chain where the expression of a gene at time t only depends on that
of time t− 1. Specifically, for the RNA-seq reads mapped to gene k in a given sample j
under different conditions, the read count at time t follows:
n
(t)
kj ∼ NB(r(t)k , p(t)j ), (1)
where to impose the dependence between consecutive time points, we model the dis-
persion parameters dynamically by introducing a gamma Markov chain, in which r
(t)
k is
distributed according to:
r
(t)
k ∼ Gamma(r(t−1)k ,
1
ck
). (2)
As previously shown in Dadaneh et al. [2017], the probability parameter p
(t)
j accounts
for the effect of varying sequencing depth of sample j at time point t. More precisely, the
expected expression of gene k in sample j and time t is r
(t)
k
p
(t)
j
1−p(t)j
, and hence the dispersion
parameter r
(t)
k can be viewed as the true abundance of gene k at time t, after removing
the effects of sequencing depth. Thus the differential expression analysis of temporal
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RNA-seq data can be performed without any normalization preprocessing steps.
Note that the scale parameter 1/ck of the Gamma distribution in (2) is shared between
different time points, thereby making statistical inference more robust by borrowing
information from various samples at multiple time points. To complete the model we
sample the dispersion parameter at the first time point as r
(0)
k ∼ Gamma(e(0), 1f0 ), and
use conjugate priors as ck ∼ Gamma(c0, 1d0 ) and p
(t)
j ∼ Beta(a0, b0).
In addition to the flexibility of modeling temporal RNA-seq data, this GMNB model
enables an efficient inference procedure by taking advantage of unique data augmenta-
tion and marginalization techniques for the NB distribution [Zhou and Carin, 2015], as
described in detail below.
2.3 Gibbs sampling inference
By exploiting novel data augmentation techniques in Zhou and Carin [2015], we im-
plement an efficient Gibbs sampling algorithm with closed-form updating steps. More
specifically, we infer the dispersion parameter of the NB distribution by first drawing
latent random counts from the CRT distribution, and then update the dispersion by em-
ploying the gamma-Poisson conjugacy. Furthermore, due to the Markovian construction
of the model, it is necessary to consider both backward and forward flow of information
for the inference of r
(t)
k . First, in the backward stage, starting from the last time point
t = T , we draw two sets of auxiliary random variables as
l
(t)
kj ∼ CRT(n(t)kj , r(t)k )
l
(t)
k. =
∑
j
l
(t)
kj
u
(t−1)(t)
k ∼ CRT(u(t)(t+1)k + l(t)k. , r(t−1)k ), (3)
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for t = T, T − 1, . . . , 1. For the last time point, we assume u(T )(T+1)k = 0. Next, in the
forward stage of Gibbs sampling, we sample r
(t)
k starting from t = 0 to t = T as
(r
(t)
k |−) ∼ Gamma
(
r
(t−1)
k + u
(t)(t+1)
k + l
(t)
k. ,
1
θ
(t)
k
)
, (4)
where θ
(t)
k = ck −
∑
j ln(1− p(t)j )− ln (1− q(t)k ). For t = 0, ..., T − 1, q(t)k is defined as
q
(t)
k =
−∑j ln(1− p(t+1)j )− ln(1− q(t+1)k )
ck −
∑
j ln(1− p(t+1)j )− ln(1− q(t+1)k )
, (5)
and q
(T )
k = 0. Finally, by taking advantage of conjugate priors, in each iteration of Gibbs
sampling, ck and p
(t)
j can be drawn as
(ck|−) ∼ Gamma(e0 +
T−1∑
t=0
r
(t)
k , 1/(f0 +
T∑
t=1
r
(t)
k )),
(p
(t)
j |−) ∼ Beta(a0 +
∑
k
n
(t)
kj , b0 +
∑
k
r
(t)
k ). (6)
The efficient augmentation technique employed in our Gibbs sampling inference re-
moves the need for specifying a suitable proposal distribution, as in the Metropolis-
Hastings inference of both DyNB [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014] and NB-AR(1) methods [Oh et al.,
2013]. Our experiments in the next section demonstrate that the Gibbs sampling algo-
rithm of GMNB has fast convergence.
2.4 Dynamic differential expression using Bayes factors
The main goal of differential expression analysis is to identify the genes whose expressions
demonstrate significant variations across conditions. In the classic static RNA-seq data
analysis, this goal is usually obtained via the comparison of expression averages across
groups. In dynamic RNA-seq measurement settings, however, this task becomes more
challenging as any change of temporal expression patterns between groups may reflect
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interesting biological mechanisms. Hence, as in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014], we adopt the Bayes
Factor (BF) as a measure that exploits information collectively from all time points
to detect the genes with significant variations in temporal expression patterns across
conditions.
To compute the Bayes Factor, we first consider the null hypothesis H0 that the genes
are not differentially expressed across conditions, and thus the same set of parameters
govern the temporal gene expressions. In this case, we aggregate the counts D of both
experimental conditions to fit the GMNB model M0. On the other hand, under the
alternative hypothesis H1, the differentially expressed genes possess different model pa-
rameters in each group. Hence, GMNB models M1 and M2 are independently fitted to the
counts in conditions 1 (D1) and 2 (D2), respectively. Then, the BF can be calculated as
BF =
P (D|H1)
P (D|H0) =
P (D1|M1)P (D2|M2)
P (D|M0) ,
where we have assumed equal prior probabilities for both hypotheses. The BF compu-
tation requires marginalizing out model parameters, which we conduct through Monte
Carlo integration using posterior samples collected in the Gibbs sampling procedure.
3 Experimental Results
We evaluate the proposed GMNB model and compare its performance on both synthetic
and real-world temporal RNA-seq data with DyNB [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014]. We also consider
DESeq2 [Love et al., 2014], which is a popular tool for differential expression analysis,
however, not specifically designed for temporal RNA-seq data. We first consider synthetic
RNA-seq data generated by different temporal models, and show that GMNB consistently
provides outstanding performance in terms of the area under the curves (AUCs) of receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) and precision-recall (PR) curves. Furthermore, we present
two case studies on human Th17 cell differentiation [Tuomela et al., 2016, Chan et al.,
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2016, A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014], and explain the biomedical implications based on differential
expression analysis over time by GMNB.
Throughout the experimental studies for synthetic and real-world data, for GMNB,
in each run of Gibbs sampling inference 1000 MCMC samples of parameters are collected
after 1000 burn-in iterations. We use the collected MCMC samples to calculate the BF
for each gene as explained in Section 2.4, and rank the genes according to these BFs.
For DyNB, we follow the settings provided in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014] and rank the genes using
the computed BFs. We consider three different setups for differential expression analysis
of temporal RNA-seq data using DESeq2. In the first setup, denoted by DESeq2-GLM
in the experiments, time information is incorporated as a covariate of the generalized
linear model in DESeq2 in differential expression analysis to determine temporal data in
one model. In the second and third setups, we apply DESeq2 to the data at different
time points independently, and use the average and minimum computed p-values from
the respective differential expression analyses as an overall measure of differential ex-
pression across conditions, denoted by DESeq2-avg and DESeq2-min in the experiments,
respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the use of an efficient closed-form Gibbs sampling makes
GMNB, on average, 10 times faster than DyNB for both simulated and real-world tem-
poral RNA-seq datasets by reducing the number of iterations required to converge. This
is due to the low acceptance rate of the Metropolis-Hastings step of DyNB inference.
Thus, to ensure the convergence of its MCMC inference, we consider performing 100, 000
iterations in DyNB for each dataset. On the other hand, our experiments show that as
few as 2000 iterations are sufficient for the proposed Gibbs sampling algorithm of GMNB.
3.1 Synthetic data
We first perform a comprehensive evaluation of GMNB with the synthetic data generated
under different temporal RNA-seq models. More precisely, we simulat the data under the
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following three different setups: the proposed GMNB generative model, the DyNB gen-
erative model [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014], and the auto-regressive (AR) based procedure [Oh et al.,
2013]. In all setups 10% of genes are randomly set to be truly differentially expressed,
with the procedure described in detail for each setup in the following subsections. For
each specific generative model, we change the corresponding model parameters to ensure
that the expected expression changes of truly differentially expressed genes are different
across two conditions. The impact of sequencing depth variation is simulated by drawing
the corresponding size factors from the interval [0.8, 1.2] uniformly at random.
3.1.1 Comparison based on GMNB generative model
In the first simulation study, we generate the synthetic RNA-seq count data for 1000
genes under two conditions according to the GMNB model (1) with the gamma-Markov
temporal dependencies (2) between dispersion parameters. The gene-wise scale parame-
ters ck are drawn from the uniform distribution in the interval [0.8, 2]. To simulate 10%
differentially expressed genes, the scale parameter in the second condition are modified
to be ck + b, where
b =

0.02 if ck < 1
−0.02 if ck ≥ 1
determines the significance of differential expression across conditions. The dispersion
parameter at the initial time point, r
(0)
k , is generated for both conditions according to
Gamma(e0, 10) where e0 = Uniform(30, 50). To simulate the effect of potential varying
sequencing depths, the size factors are drawn uniformly at random from the interval
[0.8, 1.2]. For each condition and each time point, 4 replicates are generated based on the
explained procedure.
Figure 1 illustrates the performance of different methods evaluated based on the
simulated data. The proposed GMNB model outperforms the other methods with a
significant margin for both ROC and PR curves. The AUCs of both curves are also
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significantly higher than those by the other methods (in the legends of Figure 1 and
Table 1). On the other hand, as shown in this figure, DyNB performs close to DESeq2-
GLM and worse than DESeq2-min, indicating its limitations to analyze temporal RNA-
seq data from this GMNB generative model. This is due to the reason that the smooth
assumption of DyNB may not always hold for the data generated by this gamma-Markov-
chain based generative model.
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Figure 1: Left column: PR Curve, Right column: ROC Curve. Performance compar-
ison of different methods for differential gene expression over time based on the GMNB
generative model. AUCs are given in the corresponding legends in the plots.
3.1.2 Comparison based on DyNB generative model
In the second simulation study, data is generated according to the DyNB model assump-
tions. More specifically, we draw the true mean values µk, for 1000 genes from a Gaussian
process with the mean mk and the covariance matrix Cov(ti, tj) = θkexp(− 12αk |ti − tj|),
where mk, θk and αk are uniformly distributed in the intervals [1000, 2000], [100, 10000]
and [0.5, 1], respectively. We consider five time points at 0, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours,
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similar to the real-world dataset [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014]. 10% of genes are set to be truly
differentially expressed across conditions by changing their mean values mk and covari-
ance function parameters {θk, αk} to {bmk, cθk, αk ± d}, where b = 1.5, c = 10, and
d = 0.25 determine the significance of expected expression changes across conditions.
Similar to the previous simulation setup, 4 replicates are generated for each time point
in the corresponding condition.
Figure 2 demonstrates the performances of different methods applied to the data
generated according to the above procedure. GMNB still clearly outperforms the other
methods based on both ROC and PR curves. The inferior performance of DyNB may be
due to the small number of replicates for each time point, leading to poor estimates of
both θk (heuristically estimated by the data dependent value 10× stdev(Y) based on the
observed replicates Y = {y1, . . . ,yJ} in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014]) and µk (heuristically estimated
by min(Y)+max(Y)
2
in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014]). On the contrary, the fully Bayesian nature of
GMNB makes its performance robust to the number of replicates as well as potential
noise at each time point. Both variates of static DESeq2 under-perform the dynamic ap-
proaches remarkably, as they neglect the correlation between samples across time points.
In addition, DESeq2-GLM under-performs both GMNB and DyNB substantially, as it
neglects the inherent dynamics of RNA-seq experiments specifically. To further demon-
strate the potential influence of gene expression levels, reflected by the expected read
counts, on the detection power of differentially expressed genes, additional simulations
are performed with the same parameters as above, except for the mean parameter mk,
for which three sampling uniform distributions are tested with the intervals [1000, 2000],
[200, 1200], and [50, 200], leading to three different datasets with different expected over-
all counts. We compare the differential expression analysis results for GMNB, DyNB,
and DESeq2-min as they are top performing methods in this set of experiments for 20
randomly generated synthetic datasets for each setup. As shown in Figure 4, according to
both AUC-ROC and AUC-PR, GMNB consistently outperforms the other two methods
12
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Figure 2: Left column: PR Curve, Right column: ROC Curve. Performance compar-
ison of different methods for differential gene expression over time based on the DyNB
generative model. AUCs are given in the corresponding legends in the plots.
no matter when we have low or high level counts. It is also noticeable that DyNB and
DESeq2-min are more sensitive with variable performances across 20 randomly generated
datasets. This indicates that GMNB better borrows signal strengths across time points
compared to DyNB and DESeq2-min.
3.1.3 Comparison based on NB-AR(1) generative model
In addition to synthetic data based on the GMNB and DyNB models, we evaluate these
methods with the simulated data based on the NB-AR(1) model [Oh et al., 2013]. More
precisely, the count for gene k at time t is distributed according to a NB distribution whose
mean parameter satisfies log(µ
(t)
k ) = ω
(t)
k + βk. Here βk follows the uniform distribution
in [4.5, 5.5] to test the temporal differential expression performance with low read counts.
The parameter ω
(t)
k is obtained through an auto-regressive process φkω
(t−1)
k + 
(t), where
φk is randomly generated from the uniform distribution in [0.1, 0.9], and 
(t) is a standard
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zero-mean white noise process. Similar to the previous two simulation models, read counts
are generated for 1000 genes and 10% of them selected to be differentially expressed by
changing the parameter φk to bφk for the second condition, where
b =

3/2 if φk ≤ 0.5
2/3 if φk > 0.5
determines the significance of differential expression across conditions.
Figure 3 demonstrates the performances of different methods applied to the NB-
AR(1) data. GMNB again outperforms DyNB and DESeq2 with a remarkable margin
in both the ROC and PR curves. This is due to the state-space nature of the NB-
AR(1) simulation setup, in which differential expression is defined through the model
parameter φk that controls the temporal dependence of gene expression. However, the
temporal correlation assumptions of the Gaussian process, different from this generative
model, makes it less powerful to identify all differentially expressed genes. The results
in Figure 3 demonstrate the higher power of GMNB in detecting temporal differential
expression patterns, especially with low expression levels (read counts are approximately
150 here). Similar to the DyNB generative model, we compare the performance of GMNB
with DyNB and DESeq2-min (top performing methods) with different expected counts. In
Figure 4, additional simulations are performed with the same parameters as above, except
the uniform distribution for the βk with three varying intervals: [4.5, 5.5], [4.5, 6.5], and
[5.5, 6.5], leading to corresponding expected counts from 150 to 450. Figure 4 shows again
that for low counts, GMNB outperforms both DyNB and DESeq2, especially in AUC-
PR. Note that, with increasing expression levels, DESeq2-min’s performance improves
because of high signal strengths at individual time points.
As shown by the ROC and PR curves in both the GMNB and AR generative models,
DESeq2-min outperforms DyNB. This indicates that the temporal correlation assump-
tions in DyNB may not fully capture the dynamic changes in these two state-space gen-
14
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Figure 3: Left column: PR Curve, Right column: ROC Curve. Performance compari-
son of different methods for differential gene expression over time based on the NB-AR(1)
generative model. AUCs are given in the corresponding legends in the plots.
erative models, which can have abrupt non-smooth changes. In addition, the heuristic
estimation of model parameters adopted in DyNB [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014] when the number of
replicates is low can be the other reason for the degraded performance.
In summary, on synthetic RNA-seq count data from different generative models, com-
parison of both the ROC and PR curves shows that GMNB outperforms both the recently
proposed temporal (DyNB) and static differential analysis methods that aggregate dif-
ferential statistics in heuristic ways (DESeq2 with different setups). Table 1 summarizes
the average AUCs and their standard deviation values of both ROC and PR curves for
20 randomly generated synthetic datasets by the top three performing methods (GMNB,
DyNB, and DESeq2-min). GMNB improves the performances of DyNB and DESeq2-min,
in terms of AUC-PR, at least by 23% and 17%, respectively. In the best case scenario,
GMNB improves the AUC-PR performances of DyNB and DESeq2-min up to 48% and
71%, respectively. In terms of AUC-ROC, GMNB improves the best case performances
15
Table 1: Comparison of AUCs based on 20 runs for each method.
AUC Generative Model GMNB DyNB DESeq2-min
GMNB 0.84 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.05 0.80 ± 0.07
ROC DyNB 0.94 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.08 0.85 ± 0.03
NB-AR(1) 0.81 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.07 0.77 ± 0.07
GMNB 0.61 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.08 0.52 ± 0.06
PR DyNB 0.79 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.20 0.46 ± 0.06
NB-AR(1) 0.51 ± 0.06 0.39 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0.10
of DyNB and DESeq2-min by 12% and 10%, respectively. Even with the data from the
DyNB generative model, the fully Bayesian method GMNB outperforms DyNB, which
estimates some of its model parameters in a heuristic manner [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014]. In ad-
dition, GMNB achieves robust performance in both state-space (GMNB and NB-AR(1))
and functional (DyNB) generative models. We demonstrate the superior power of GMNB
in low count situations by collective information across time points. For these three dif-
ferent types of synthetic data, as shown in Figures 1 - 4, and Table 1, measured by
both AUC-ROC and AUC-PR, it is interesting to notice that DyNB works better than
DESeq2-min only when the synthetic data are generated based on its model assumption.
3.2 Human Th17 cell induction
To further illustrate how GMNB may help identify differentially expressed genes from
temporal RNA-seq data for biologically significant results, we provide such a case study
consisting of 57 human samples during the priming of T helper 17 (Th17) cell differ-
entiation [Tuomela et al., 2012]. The main goal of designing this case study is to gain
insights into the differentiation process by unraveling dependency between different ge-
netic factors in various pathways, which may serve as potential biomarkers of immuno-
logical diseases for therapeutic intervention design. In this dataset [Tuomela et al., 2016],
at 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours of Th17 polarized cells and control Th0 cells,
three biological replicates were collected for transcript profiling by RNA-seq. The data
16
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Figure 4: AUC comparison of different methods for differential gene expression analysis
over time in low counts.
were downloaded from Gene Omnibus with the accession number GSE52260 [Tuomela
et al., 2016, Chan et al., 2016].
When checking the 10 most differentially expressed genes based on their BFs by
GMNB, all of them have been reported to be differentially expressed in other studies
investigating Th17 cell differentiation. Among them, the top differentially expressed gene
is thrombospondin-1 (TSP1), whose encoded protein participates in the differentiation
of Th17 cells by activating transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) and enhancing
the inflammatory response in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) [Yang
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et al., 2009]. The second gene in the list is Lymphotoxin α (LTA), a member of the tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily that is both secreted and expressed on the cell surface
of activated Th17 cells [Chiang et al., 2009]. The third gene, COL6A3, contributes to
adipose tissue inflammation [Pasarica et al., 2009] and responds quickly to Th17 cell
polarizing stimulation [Tripathi et al., 2017]. The gene Cathepsin L (CTSL1) is ranked
as the fourth in the list and is linked to the regulation of immune responses at the level of
MHC complex maturation and Ag presentation influencing differentiation of CD4+ cells
and autoimmune reactions [Reiser et al., 2010]. The fifth gene, FURIN, has been reported
as a T cell activation gene that regulates the T helper cell balance of the immune system
[Pesu et al., 2008]. The sixth gene lamin A (LMNA) has been identified as one of the
immune response regulators [Gonza´lez-Granado et al., 2014]. The seventh gene, Filamin
A (FLNA), is required for T cell activation [Hayashi and Altman, 2006]. The eighth
gene, SBNO2, has been reported to influence Th17 cell differentiation [Tripathi et al.,
2017]. Zhao et al. [2014] observed significant changes in the expression of the ninth gene
ACTB in activated T cells. Finally, the tenth gene Notch1 is activated in both mouse
and human in vitro-polarized Th17 cells and also in Th17 polarized cells as compared
with Th0 control cells [Keerthivasan et al., 2011].
We then investigate how the results of DyNB differ from those of GMNB. The majority
of the above genes are indeed ranked relatively high by DyNB as differentially expressed,
except two genes: FLNA and ACTB. For these two genes, their expression levels change
abruptly after 12 hours of T17 differentiation. These two genes demonstrate that the
DyNB method may fail to detect temporal differential expression when the temporal
gene expression trends are not smooth. As an instance, Figure 5 illustrates that DyNB
is not able to capture the temporal expression changes of gene FLNA accurately. More
precisely, Figure 5(a) shows the posterior means of expected gene expression µk based on
DyNB and their corresponding confidence intervals, where circles and diamonds represent
the normalized counts from Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively. To further assess the
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power of the models in reproducing the observed gene counts, for each model, we generate
1000 gene counts per sample and time point based on the inferred parameters, and
then calculate the 99% confidence interval using these synthetically generated counts.
Figure 5(b) demonstrates the means and confidence intervals of the counts generated via
this procedure for DyNB, where the circles and diamonds represent the observed raw
counts from Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively. Similar to plots in Figures 5(a) and
5(b), we perform the same examinations on expression pattern of FLNA by the GMNB
model. To demonstrate the expression levels of the kth gene between two groups, the
DyNB compares the posterior NB mean parameters µk, whereas the GMNB compares the
posterior NB shape parameters rk. One may consider that the expression level of gene k
is assumed to roughly follow a function of the shape parameter rk in the GMNB, but the
observed counts should be demonstrated in a same scale as the shape parameter. The
difference between the posterior shape parameters rk explains the differences between
the means, since if n
(t)
kj ∼ NB(r(t)k , p(t)j ), then E[n(t)kj ] = r(t)k p(t)j /(1 − p(t)j ). Therefore,
Figure 5(c) shows the posterior means of rk based on GMNB and their corresponding
confidence intervals, where the circles and diamonds are obtained by dividing the observed
counts by the parameter p
(t)
j /(1−p(t)j ) representing the sequencing depth in the proposed
model. Additionally, Figure 5(d) demonstrates the means and confidence intervals for
synthetically generated gene counts based on the inferred parameters of GMNB, where
the read counts on the y-axis are observed read counts. Not only GMNB improves the
model fitting over 24h to 72h, but also it has more robust estimation of expression patterns
for the starting time points with lower counts (Figures 5(c) and 5(d)). The calculated
BFs for the gene FLNA are 2.3461 and 1.60× 10308 by DyNB and GMNB, respectively.
GMNB also identifies ACTB as a gene with significant differential temporal expression
(BF > 10) but DyNB again fails to capture the abrupt expression changes and thereby
associates low BF (supplement materials). The corresponding temporal expression plots
are depicted in Figure S1 of the supplement materials.
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Figure 5: Differentially expressed gene FLNA detected by GMNB but not by
DyNB. (a) The normalized gene expression profile of FLNA over time estimated by
DyNB model. The normalization of read counts on the y-axis are obtained by using
the normalization method of DESeq. The solid blue and red curves are the posterior
means under Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded
areas). (b) The gene expression profile of FLNA over time estimated by DyNB. The
read counts on the y-axis are observed read count. The solid blue and red curves are
the means of the generated samples based on the inferred parameters by DyNB under
Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded areas around
means). (c) The normalized gene expression profile of FLNA over time estimated by the
proposed GMNB model. The normalization of read counts on the y-axis are obtained by
dividing the observed counts by the parameter p
(t)
j /(1− p(t)j ) representing the sequencing
depth in the model. The solid blue and red curves are posterior means of rk under Th0
and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded areas). (d) The
gene expression profile of FLNA over time estimated by GMNB. The read counts on
the y-axis are observed read count. The solid blue and red curves are the means of the
generated samples based on the inferred parameters by GMNB under Th0 and Th17
lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded areas around means).
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On the other hand, LGALS1, SEPT5, BATF3, COL1A2, and ENO2 are five genes
out of 90 differentially expressed genes detected by DyNB with BFs 2.59 × 107, 472.34,
2.90 × 104, 404.34, and 398.43, whereas they are associated with BFs lower than 10 by
GMNB. Figure 6 illustrates the expression profile of the gene LGALS1 inferred by DyNB
and GMNB, indicating that DyNB is not able to filter out those low count genes for
which the replicated Th0 and Th17 lineages are seemingly similar and leads to this po-
tential false positive. Figure 6(a) shows the posterior means of expected gene expression
µk based on DyNB under Th0 and Th17 lineages with their corresponding confidence in-
tervals. Figure 6(b) shows the means and confidence intervals for 1000 generated samples
based on the inferred parameters of DyNB model. While the normalized counts are plot-
ted in Figure 6(a), the circles and diamonds mark Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively,
for the observed raw counts in Figure 6(b). On the contrary, GMNB considers this gene
not significantly differentially expressed with similar inferred temporal expression profiles
across conditions, as demonstrated in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). This may be explained by
the fact that GMNB employs a fully generative model of gene expressions, including the
sequencing depth, while DyNB uses a deterministic ad-hoc procedure to normalize gene
counts, and thus neglecting the uncertainty over the sequencing depth when computing
the BF, leading to potential false positives. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) demonstrate the pos-
terior means of rk based on GMNB and the means of synthetically generated samples
based on the inferred parameters of the proposed model, respectively. Similar to the
plots for LGALS1, Figures S8, S9, S10, and S11 in the supplement materials show the
similar trends for the genes SEPT5, BATF3, COL1A2, and ENO2 based on the results
by DyNB and GMNB.
In order to further demonstrate the advantages of GMNB, the overlap of three ap-
proaches (GMNB, DyNB and DESeq2-min), for 100 top differentially expressed genes
identified by GMNB, is depicted as a Venn diagram in Figure 7. A gene is differen-
tially expressed based on DESeq2-min if the corresponding p-value < 0.05 at any time
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Figure 6: Example of genes detected as differentially expressed by DyNB but
not by GMNB: LGALS1. (a) The normalized gene expression profile of LGALS1
over time estimated by DyNB model. The normalization of read counts on the y-axis are
obtained by using the normalization method of DESeq. The solid blue and red curves are
the posterior means under Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99%
CIs (shaded areas). (b) The gene expression profile of LGALS1 over time estimated
by DyNB. The read counts on the y-axis are observed read count. The solid blue and
red curves are the means of the generated samples based on the inferred parameters by
DyNB under Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded
areas around means). (c) The normalized gene expression profile of LGALS1 over time
estimated by the proposed GMNB model. The normalization of read counts on the y-axis
are obtained by dividing the observed counts by the parameter p
(t)
j /(1− p(t)j ) representing
the sequencing depth in the model. The solid blue and red curves are posterior means
of rk under Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded
areas). (d) The gene expression profile of LGALS1 over time estimated by GMNB. The
read counts on the y-axis are observed read count. The solid blue and red curves are
the means of the generated samples based on the inferred parameters by GMNB under
Th0 and Th17 lineages, respectively, with corresponding 99% CIs (shaded areas around
means).
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point. Out of top 100 differentially expressed genes identified by GMNB (log(BF) > 100),
16 genes are identified only by GMNB. The temporal expression plots for six of them,
i.e. the genes EGR1, NR4A1, MYC, PKM2, EGR2, and IL6ST, are depicted in Fig-
ures S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7, indicating the differential dynamic patterns identified
by GMNB. Among these genes, EGR1 is a transcription factor known to inhibit the ex-
pression of GFI1, a negative regulator of Th17 differentiation, by directly binding to its
promoter and its expression is detected only in the early phase of Th17 differentiation
[Kurebayashi et al., 2012]. The gene NR4A1 plays critical roles in T cell apoptosis dur-
ing the thymocyte development [Doi et al., 2008]. Not only this gene is a proapoptotic
transcription factor, but also it is reported as a survival factor and activator of metabolic
pathways. Both facets show the NR4A1’s role in T-cell differentiation as a balancing
molecule in the fate determination [Fassett et al., 2012]. The gene MYC has been re-
ported as one of the key transcript factors for Th17 differentiation [Yosef et al., 2013,
Sawcer et al., 2011, Gnanaprakasam and Wang, 2017]. PKM2 is induced and interacts
with and promotes the function of HIF1α that is critical to drive Th17 differentiation
[Corcoran and ONeill, 2016]. EGR2 has been identified as an important transcription
factor in the development and function of Th17 cells [Zhang et al., 2015, Zhu et al., 2008].
IL6ST is known as a signature transcript of Th17 cells [Ghoreschi et al., 2010]. This again
illustrates the benefits of GMNB on better modeling temporal dynamic changes to detect
biologically meaningful genes who show significant difference in temporal changes but do
not show significant differential expression when studying them at individual time points.
3.2.1 Gene Ontology (GO) analysis
To further demonstrate the biological relevance of the detected genes by GMNB, GO
analysis of top 100 differentially expressed genes (log(BF) > 100) has been performed
using Fisher’s exact test. Enriched GO terms (Table S1 in the supplement materials) by
these genes agree with the current biological understanding of the Th17 differentiation
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Figure 7: A Venn diagram representing the overlaps of the top 100 differentially expressed
genes detected by GMNB with DyNB and DESeq2-min.
process. The most significantly enriched GO terms are related to the organ develop-
ment (p-value < 2 × 10−23), immune system process (p-value < 6 × 10−21), immune
response (p-value < 1× 10−19), response to stimulus (p-value < 3−19), cell differentiation
(p-value < 3×10−18), and defense response (p-value < 2×10−16). In particular, 38% and
74% of these 100 genes are annotated to immune response and response to stimulus, re-
spectively, supported by the central role of Th17 cells in the pathogenesis of autoimmune
and inflammatory diseases [Waite and Skokos, 2011].
3.3 RNA-seq data in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014]: Human-activated T-
and Th17 cells
We further analyze the second temporal RNA-seq dataset, for which DyNB was imple-
mented for studying Th17 cell lineage [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014]. In this dataset, CD4+ T cells
were activated and polarized as described in Tuomela et al. [2012] and RNA-seq data
were collected at 0, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours of both the activation (Th0) and differenti-
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Table 2: Comparison of BF ranks for the reported genes by DyNB
Genes DyNB GMNB
RORC 37 (BF = 2.26× 1093) 26 (BF = 2.98× 1048)
IL17F 352 (BF = 1.74× 1015) 175 (BF = 2.53× 109)
IL17A 755 (BF = 6.96× 108) 345 (BF = 3.90× 104)
ation (Th17). At each time point, there are 3 biological replicates for both cell lineages.
The original paper [A¨ijo¨ et al., 2014] performed DyNB to quantify Th17-specific gene
expression dynamics.
The authors in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014] first normalized the RNA-seq counts by the DESeq
pipeline [Anders and Huber, 2010]. Then, DyNB was applied to the normalized expression
values to identify differentially expressed genes between the Th0 and Th17 lineages.
Genes were considered differentially expressed if (i) BF > 10, and (ii) fold-change > 2
for at least one time point. Out of 698 differentially expressed genes identified by DyNB,
three genes were investigated and discussed in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014] with the qRT-PCR
validation: IL17A, IL17F , and RORC.
We apply GMNB to analyze the same Th17 cell lineage dataset to identify differen-
tially expressed genes. To compare the ranked lists of genes by GMNB and by DyNB
respectively, Table 1 gives the ranks as well as the computed BF values by GMNB and
DyNB for these reported genes in A¨ijo¨ et al. [2014]. These qRT-PCR validated genes are
in fact ranked higher by GMNB, indicating more promising potential for marker gene
identification.
4 Conclusions
GMNB offers a comprehensive and fully Bayesian solution to study temporal RNA-seq
data. The most notable advantage is the capacity to capture a broad range of gene ex-
pression patterns over time by the integration of a gamma Markov chain into a negative
binomial distribution model. This allows GMNB to offer consistent performance over
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different generative models and makes it be robust for studies with different numbers of
replicates by borrowing the statistical strength across both genes and samples. Another
critical advantage is the efficient closed-form Gibbs sampling inference of the model pa-
rameters, which improves the computational complexity compared to the state-of-the-art
methods. This is achieved by using a statistically well-founded data augmentation solu-
tion. In addition, GMNB explicitly models the potential sequencing depth heterogeneity
so that no heuristic preprocessing step is required. Experimental results on both syn-
thetic and real-world RNA-seq data demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of the
GMNB method for temporal differential expression analysis of RNA-seq data.
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